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TLS2030
MODULAR TEST LEAD KIT

10 Amp Test lead: Silicone
Adapters: PVC

Lead Length: 48 inches  (30cm) 4mm banana
plug ends and
sockets
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1000 V

Insulation Material Dimensions TypeVoltage Rating Amperage Rating

Back Probes - for non-intrusive testing, slide into terminal blocks or weather tight seals.•

Modular Test leads - 48 inches long, silicone insulation and 90º or 180º modular ends enable quick test-probe changes•

Crocodile Clips - for hands free testing•

Piercing Probes - screw into wires for positive connection•

Grabbers - 7 inch long, spring loaded jaws provide a sure grip•

Modular Prods - perform typical probing requirements•

Spring Hooks - 7 inch long, spring loaded for gripping connections and hard to reach wires or terminals•

Black Nylon Pouch - folds up for protected transport and storage•

For use with test equipment having 4mm diameter input jacks
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